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In the Saarthal pillar puzzle overview, the way forward is forbidden with the amplified gate. If the puzzle is not resolved correctly, the person who tries to move forward will be subject to an arrow trap. There's a lever and three pillars. All the columns have been found along the South Wall. Over each is a small chevron as shown in the pillar. Components[edit]
Pillar Glyphs: Hawk Hawk Snake Solution[edit] Match Stone Pillars smaller image shown above: The first pillar encountered in the North should be a Whale. The other one in the same room in the south must be hawk glyph. Head in the middle of the room. The third pillar (bottom) should be the Snake Glyph displayed. The fourth pillar (to the south) should be
hawk glyph. Head to the far east of the room. The fifth pillar, on the north side, should have a Hawk Glyph. One south side should show the Whale Glyph Finish puzzle, pull the raised lever between the final 2 pillars. A mysterious orphan in Saarthal. Winterhold's main journey beneath saarthal is a nozzle available in the elder Scrolls V: Skyrim and is another
endeavor in the winterhold college search series, where Dragon Island is to explore the ancient Nordic ruins of saarthal, along with other members of the Tolfdiri class as part of an educational and research expedition. Tolfdir decided to take us to explore the ruins of Saarthal to explore the more practical uses of magic. Goals[edit | edit source] Meet Tolfdir
outside Saarthal Follow Tolfdir Find Arniel Gane Use Saarthal Amulet to escape from the trap Follow Tolfdir Tell Tolfdir's vision Follow Tolfdir Find danger saarthali speech with Artal-Mage Walkthrough[edit | edit source] Tolfdir class meets before academic research of the ruins. Dragonborn can travel there with other students as a group, and they will help
deal with any bears or trolls encountered along the way.  Saarthalkaeveation [edit | edit source] After some touring inside, Tolfdir asks Dragonborn to find Arniel Gane (may just run in front of the quest marker and talk to Arniel without waiting for Tolfdir). Loborn must now find four objects, one of which is saarthal amulet. The other three are very small and
difficult to see enchanted rings, but clearly marked as a quest indicator as long as they are taken before the Amulet, or else the quest markers disappear. Items do not have to be returned to Arniel and can be stored. Bringing the Amulet on the island traps the Dragon Birth. Escape can be achieved by supplying the amulet and casting any spell (Cries like
Relentless Force is also effective) on the tablet from which it originally came. (Tolfdir approaching outside the trapped area recommend using an amulet if Dragonborn should try to return to Arniel.) The tablet breaks into pieces, exposing the passage and removing the blocking gates. Tolfdir's in charge. When he reaches the space at the end of the passage,
Nerien appears in a vision that only Dragonborn will see. After talking to Tolfdir about the vision, Lohestama must deal with the drugri that appears in the room's three coffins. Draugr can kill little or no risk of injury using archery; Tolfder can't be killed, so an effective tactic would be to shoot a draugr attacking him. If Tolfdir is killed, draugr will probably turn his
attacks on the Dragons until Tolfdir gets up again. Tolfdir passes through the middle coffin, and the Dragon's birther should then follow Tolfd to the forbidden goal in the room. Tolfdir stops and waits there and does nothing until the Dragon child pulls the lever and opens the gate. The right lever to open the gate is on the right; space beyond owns a more
draugr deal. Both lead to a large room where four draugr encounters their wall crypts. Dragonborn must help Tolfdir kill all of them (again, good Sneak and Archery will help Dragonborn remain unobtrusive and unharmed). Two chains, one on either side of the gate, open the way to the next area. Saarthal decent | there are a number of uncomfortable traps
that may cause a lot of problems for some Dragonborn followers, especially dogs. Most of them are pressure pads, so they can be avoided with some caution. Swinging commuters are also difficult for followers to navigate, so keep the healing weather comfortable or be ready to wait. Ideally, the Dragonborn should act alone, killing the draugr if necessary.
There's a draugr in the big room, a rune trap and two more draugr. Effective tactics would be to kill the first draugr and get attention for the next two, so as they approach, the trap can be triggered to damage them. First pillar puzzle[edit | edit source] After several more rooms and traps, there will be a door on the second floor near the broken coffin. In
addition, the puzzle has six different moving pillars. The correct position of each pillar is shown on the wall directly behind and above them. This fact could easily be missed if Dragonborn was not close to the pillars. Candlelit spelling (or Night Eye) makes them easier to see. If the columns are set correctly, the lever can be activated to open the gate. There
are 2 wooden ramps next door. As Dragonborn nears the top of either one, Draugr Deathlord, Draugr Wight or Draugr Scourge (level dependent) occur. An effective tactic would be to lure the draugr back into the pillar puzzle room and close the gate. Dragonborn would then be able to shoot arrows when it appears around the corner. A nearby coffin also
makes a fine hurdle against Melee, although you have to then continue and kite him back to the coffin as he tries to recover. Another high sneak skill and drink invisibility could be combined to sneak through a door near the ramp, and close it. If the Dragon birth was quiet, the draugr will almost certainly remain unknown. Here's a coffin and other things to loot.
There are two runes trapped behind the iron door to pass by. Activating either trap using shout or magic makes noise and attract draugr, while walking over traps is not. The first gelding trap can easily be avoided by walking around, while the second gelding trap doorway can be avoided by using any type of magic on top, or jumping over. Crossing the second
trap means that the draugr has finally evaded. Second pillar puzzle[edit | edit source] Solution to the second pillar puzzle. There are four pillars that will give you a solution to spinning puzzle pillars in front of you. The second pillar on the left should be rotated to the whale first (because it makes the other three with it.) Then, the first pillar on the left should be
rotated by the snake (which in turn the two on the right.) Next, the second pillar on the right should rotate the hawk (that one turn the last.) And finally, the first on the right should be changed to a whale. Final battle[edit | edit source] After passing through the gate, Tolfdir will appear again. There's an Alchemy lab in the north. Be careful, however, because
there is also a poison arrow in the trigger trigger on the center floor. Through another iron door, in the end room, approaching glowing calls draugr-statue Jyrik Gauldurson. Initially, Jyrik is invulnerable, but after about 30 seconds, Tolfdir is able to weaken Jyrik by pouring a spell on a glowing orphan in the room, allowing Dragonborn to deal with the damage.
Jyrik can be a very difficult enemy in the lower-level Dragonborn, as he knows the variety of destruction spells, and wields the Ancient Nord War Axe with cold enchantment on it. Jyrik Gauldurson is a powerful, level Draugr Deathlord. If Dragonborn possesses good sneaking and archery skills, he can be defeated without risk. Dragonborn should stay on the
balcony, standing close enough to see the floor below the unsleted balcony near the edge, and shoot Jyrik arrows. He runs up the balcony, but only runs along the edge and fails to spot Dragonborn; enough arrows and he will eventually perish. Conclusion[edit ] | The subpoena, if read, begins the quest for Forbidden Legend, if it has not previously begun.
Dragon born should talk to Tolfd to move on to the next (Return to college). Jyrik Gauldurson's staff at the altar is a collection-worthy artifact. Through the door behind the artifact and down the garden is Word Wall with Dragon Scream Ice Form, as well as chest levelled loot. After finally leaving Saarthal, Dragonborn should travel back to college to find Arch-
Mage Savos Aren and inform him of the discovery. Arch-Mage is rewarded with Dragonborn with staff from Magelight, and the quest for Hitting Books begins. Magazine[edit | edit source] All Saarthal - MG02 ID Journal Entry 0 Tolfdir has decided to take us to explore the ruins of Saarthal to explore the more practical use of magic. 10 Tolfdir asked the trainees
to meet him in Saarthal, where the college's ongoing excavation work is taking place. Goal 10: Saaler 20. Goal 30: Search for magical artifacts (&lt;Global-MG02ItemsFound&gt;/4) 40 Helping to excavat Saarthal by collecting enchanted items, I somehow unleashed some kind of trap. It's uncovered an unexplored part of the ruins, and Tolfdir wants me to
follow him. Objective 35: Using the Saarthal Amulet to escape the trap by studying the excavation of the islandtalina, somehow I set off a trap. It's uncovered an unexplored part of the ruins, and Tolfdir wants me to follow him. Purpose 40: Follow Tolfdir 50 While following Tolfdir through an unexplored part of the Saarthal, the vision of the Psijic Order has
shown that something has been launched in the exploration of the Saarthal. Tolfdiri should be warned. Goal 50: Tell Tolfida about vision 60 Although in the undiscovered area of Saarthal, I got a vision from someone from the Psijic Valley, saying there was something dangerous about Saarthal. Nonetheless, Tolfdir wants to move on and asked me to follow
him. Goal 60: Follow Tolfdir's goal 65: finding danger on 70 islandtal 70 during the Saarthal expedition, I uncovered a new part of the ruins and was warned by a vision that someone saw of Psijic's danger. Nonetheless, Tolf and I have studied more closely and found a strange org buried deep in saarthal. Tolfdir asked me to take the news of the discovery to
the Main Ore. Goal 70: Talk about The Arch-Mage 200 I have presented the word Arch-Mage that something interesting was found deep in the Saarthal. Trivia[edit | edit source] After completing the search drip, Hold Guard comments on how Saarthal is nord's place of the dead, not &lt;/Global-MG02ItemsFound&gt;mages strange experiments. Having a
Gauldur Amulet fragment off Jyrik Gauldurson's corpse activates the quest for Forbidden Legend, as Dragonborn has not already read Lost Legends or subpoena sealing. After the quest, Dragonborn can offer one of the other college students to become a follower. Bugs[edit | edit source] This section contains errors related to the island. Before adding an
error to this list, consider the following: Please reload the old recording to confirm that the error is still happening. If the error is still present, please post a bug report to the relevant system template 360 / XB1 , PS3 / PS4 , PC / MAC , NX , depending on which platform (s) error has occurred. Describe when listing error and fixes, but avoid having conversations
with a description and/or using first-person anecdotes: such discussions belong to the relevant forum board. Click to see the list of errors you met on PC After the second pillar puzzle, Tolfdir may not reach Dragonborn. To resolve this issue in the console, type Prid 0001C1A1 (Tolfdir's RefID), and then move the player. Tolfdir then appears and the quest
should continue.  360 It is possible that if the amulet on the wall is picked up and the trap is sprung, Tolfdir may not approach Dragonborn and talk to them through the bars, leaving Dragonborn stuck. In this case, the recording recorded before picking up the amulet must be loaded. Also make sure to pick up all the enchanted quest rings before touching the
amulet, because only it seems that it will approach the trapped Dragonborn after the trap is sprung, and zero it on the error. Sometimes, near Tolfdir Saarthal, you might think there's an enemy and wandering nearby. There is a possibility that he will not be found again, thus rendering the search unfinished. After entering Saarthal, he may have to go through
the door after Tolfdir's door into a completely random part of the world. After waiting a day, he reappears in a dungeon.  PC 360 PS3 NX In space where Tolfdir stays and Dragonborn moves alone, the door is some kind of invisible wall in front of and can not be activated in the next zone. Reloading auto-recording improved it. Pc open console ~ and type tcl
turn off the collision. After getting out just to reopen the console and repeat thus turning the collision back.  NX (Fix) walk over a chain that moves spikes and use a whirlwind spirit in front of the door when the spikes rise. Best to save before atemping it just in case the door remains blocked. If you take the Saarthal Amulet and move in any direction
immediately after, the amulet does not freeze dragonborn. The game usually progresses even so. The door on which the Amulet of the saarthal is found can cause the game to crash when the spell is cast It. That's what happens when Dragonborn is trapped in a room and Tolfdir looks. Solution: Equip the amulet plus one of the rings Dragonborn has just
collected. Solution: Try firing a Firebolt or other projectile to spell the door, then look away as quickly as possible so it's not out of sight when it breaks. Try to stand up against the barred door in front of Tolfdir, aiming to reticule the left side of the door, firing a spell, and then jerking the view as far to the left as possible. If the door breaks looking away, the
game should not be frozen. Alternatively, you can go to the farthest bars from the stone door, where you can only see the lowest part of the stone door and the spell of destruction on it. In some cases, when Firebolt freezes the game, using the Flames works. If none of these work, as the spelling is about to hit the door to open the console or keep tapping the
console key as soon as the spelling is fired. Playing a scene in window mode (unlike the full screen) can also work. Another option is setting the graphics settings low, breaking the wall down and restoring the settings. Unfortunately, it is necessary to exit the game twice. It has been found that supplying the amulet then standing as far from the shattering wall
as possible, then using the relentless Force Shout can cause the door openings to open. Alternatively, candlelight or Magelight can also be used to break the wall. Sometimes, when one stands right at the door next to the first person, looking only toward the door, it can prevent a crash using flames and quickly turning your view from the door to the wall. The
gate before finding the amulet can sometimes close when Dragonborn supplies the amulet, traps Tolfdir. If Dragonborn continues along the hall the quest will renew and it will melt through, but when you make the events of Saarthal and have to return to college, the gate will remain closed and Dragonborn will be trapped. You can't fix that after what happened.
Save the game and make sure the gate is open before progressing the quest. Last resort: The console command TCL turns on the no-clip walk through the gate. If the gates before the amulet are closed before the quest solution walkthrough (Xbox): Step 1: Bring a follower, Step 2a: (If the 3rd ring is stuck inside), send a follower to grab a ring (their bug will
melt them into the room), then call them back and trade them to get a ring (it does not give quest credits) , Step 2b: Face down in the left hall and drop the ring; This gives the arrow to pick up, making the quest part complete. Step 2c: When the gates, the follower activates the amulet (it puts the follower near the amulet), Step 3: Relentless Force between the
follower and the amulet; gates should fall after has been done. Jyrik Gauldurson's body can fall through the floor or disappear. Supplying Saarthal Imulet can lead to endless magic from the Dragon Birth. If Dragonborn is a Beast in form, if Tolfdir catches up, they may not be able to progress in the quest, even if the beast form passes. Draugr deathlord or
scourge may not appear after the first pillar puzzle. Instead, a restless draugr or draugr Wight can come with coffins and attack. Fortunately, they are both relatively easy to beat. The six pillars must not rotate when they try to spin. This can be corrected by saving and reloading. If this doesn't work, try leaving the area and re-entering. Pulling a lever in space
with four rotating columns (just before Tolfdir reunites) can cause Dragonborn's follower to disappear. To avoid this, leave the follower aside before pulling the lever. In the second pillar puzzle, the game may not recognize the completed puzzle. Once this is resolved, the darts will still fire and the door will not open. In some cases, some have found that the
solution is another random combination of pillars. Some have opened the door by placing the pillars in the following order: Left front: Snake Left Back: Whale Right Back: Whale Right Back: Bird It can also be solved by entering the console, selecting a lever at the center of the puzzle, and entering setpv numPillarsSolved_var 4, followed by setpv
puzzleSolved_var true. After exiting the console and activating the lever, the door must open as usual. For some users, Tolfdir does not show up at the rendezvous point outside the entrance to the Island area and is not found anywhere between Saarthal and Winterhold College. It lasts for several days. Solution: Traveling back to college, entering the Hall of
Elements, and then returning to Saarthal (not fast travel) fixed it. It can also be improved by reloading the previous recording. Another solution would be for fast travel to another region (Whiterun for example) and then turn off both Under Saarthal quest and Forbidden Legend quest. You can drive back to the island, then, and Tolfdir's there.  PC(Fix) Use the
console command player.placeatme 0001C19E while standing near the quest pointer.  PS3(Fix) If one opens the door and tries to return to the hall elements, the system may crash. After taking the amulet and passing through the door, killing the draugr and reloading can cause the amulet to become invisible. Dragonborn can fall through the floor in the
hallway with a shock rune and end up in the room in front of a glowing orphan. Jyrik Gauldurson is still sitting and won't get up until the Dragons find the probe and find Tolfdiri. But Tolfdir never casts a spell on the edge, and Jyrick is endlessly invincible. Sometimes in a room where vision should be a spirit appears, but the dialogue may not occur and the
game will stick. It can't be fixed when the Dragon's birth is in the room because the exit blocks the invisible wall. However, if this happens again, it can be repaired by quickly starting in and out of the room. When the spirit appears, walk back to Skyrim. This allows the quest to continue. Sometimes, when dragon-born enters the Island of Saarthal, one of the
Dragons' followers (Lydia) becomes invisible. A normal interaction with him can still take place, hovering over where he should be. Dragonborn may still move forward, but knowing that draugr deathlords can also be invisible and therefore difficult to kill. Leaving saarthal and entering there will not solve this problem. Dragonborn may be able to sneak past and
into the next region, basically bypassing the problem.  PC In search of an amulet, quest markers also point to enchanted rings with +20 health growth. They can be used and worn simultaneously in any other ring game, given that Dragonborn supplies an enchanted ring first. However, Dragonborn must also have Archmage's Robes equipped, which is given
much later on the college questline. Sometimes the door blocking the saarthal excavation exit may not open. If Dragonborn is Barbas by passing battle, Tolfdir may cast explosive weather that can hit Barbas. If Barbas is caught enough, he'll attack Tolfdir, but neither one can die. Loading the previous save and leaving Barbas behind should fix it. Sometimes,
when Dragonborn talks to Arniel Gane while having a torch equipped, it can disappear. Load the last recording to get it back. Using a Whirlwind Sprint onto a broken platform after going upstairs to the back, a draugr deathlord or draugr wight can let Dragonborn jump through the wall of the final battle hall. One should then take all of Jyriku's belongings that
are around him on the table and go back to find Tolfdir. Once found, return to the last battle room and the regular final battle will continue.  360 It is possible when the first time there is an orphan that Dragonborn spontaneously get two exactly the same active effects, Fortify Magicka Regen, which increases the magicka regen rate to 100% each and lasts 7
days each. If Tolfdir is near Saartal, it's possible he'll be attacked by giants. He tries to defend himself, but is blown up so he never gets back to the island.  360 Sometimes the pillars of the first puzzle cannot be rotated by activating them. Re-area (going back to the previous area and back) solves the problem.  PC One doorway may appear an invisible wall.
 PC After picking up amulet, it may not be on the list, making it impossible to succeed in the quest. Sometimes tolfdir and class are stuck up and around the iceberg, fighting an ice hunt. He doesn't seem to be able to win it, so he's going to stay there indefinitely until the enemy is killed for him. When the enemy is dead, travel and wait several hours. Tolfdir
should appear, starting with the next stage of the quest. In the room where Dragonborn meets Nerien, Tolfdir can remain stuck in place and unable to open coffins. It keeps the quest going forward. Deutsch Español Italiano Polski Русский *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means, at no extra cost to you, Fandom earns a
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